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Allocations in a random economy described by an integrably bounded, closed 
and convex valued, measurable consumption multifunction and a monotone, 
continuous utility function are studied. The notions of efficiency and optimality of 
allocations are introduced and compared. Through the use of price systems 
belonging to LF = (L:)*, a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality is 
obtained. Also for the case where the allocation belongs to L,“, it is shown that the 
efficiency prices can be chosen to be in Lk,, although (L’j?)* q Li,. Finally, 
approximate optimality and efficiency are considered and also some stability results 
are proven when the consumption multifunction or the utility function vary in a 
certain sense. This work is based on the theory of normal integrands of Rockafellar. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider random economies described by 
(1) a consumption multifunction F: R -P 2x which is measurable (for 
detailed definitions, see Section 2) and 
(2) a utility function U: Q x X-+ R which is assumed to satisfy the 
Carathedory conditions and to be monotone. 
For such economies, we introduce the notions of efficiency and optimality 
of an allocation q E L,#?). We obtain characterizations of such allocations 
using price systems belonging to L%(Q), where X* is the topological dual of 
X. We also consider the situation where the allocation q is in Lo and we 
show that in that case, the price system can be chosen to be in L:,(f2) 
although [L?(O)] * is larger than L&&I). Furthermore, we study the 
stability of the set of all optimal allocations and finally we consider the 
notion of approximate optimality and determine the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for it to hold. 
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Our work is based on the theory of normal integrand functionals, as it was 
developed by the remarkable work of Rockafellar ] 17-201. The economic 
motivation comes from the work of Peleg [ 15, 161, who considered a deter- 
ministic economy with the feasible consumption plans belonging to the 
nonnegative cone of the space s of all real sequences. The model and 
concepts introduced in those papers of Peleg were motivated primarily by 
growth theory. 
We believe that this paper illustrates how certain abstract mathematical 
concepts from the general theories of convex integrands and of 
multifunctions (see [4, 9, 19, 20)) can be effectively used to obtain useful 
results in applied subjects such as mathematical economics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First let US recall very briefly some basic facts from the theory of 
measurable multifunctions. For details the reader is referred to Himmelberg 
[9] and Rockafellar [20] (which, in the author’s opinion, is the most 
comprehensive treatment of multifunctions and normal integrands and of 
their interconnections). 
Let I;: 0 -+ 2x be a multivalued function (multifunction) from a space to 
the family of subsets of a space X. We introduce the set 
GrF= {(~,x)EflxX:x~F(w)) 
which we call the graph of the multiplication F. Also, if V c X, we define the 
following set 
F-(V)={oER:F(o)nV#O}. 
When X is a topological vector space, by P,(X) (resp. I’#)), we will 
denote the nonempty, closed (resp. nonempty, compact) subsets of X. A w  in 
front off (resp. k) will mean that the closedness (resp. compactness) is with 
respect to the weak topology w(X, X*). Finally, a c after f or k will mean 
that the set is in addition convex. 
The next theorem summarizes the interrelations between the different 
notions of measurability of a closed valued multifunction. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Q, Z) be a measurable space and X a separable 
metric space. Let F: B -+ P,(X). Consider the following statements. 
(1) F-(B) E Efir every B E B(X) = the Bore1 o-field ofX. 
(2) F-(C) E Efor every C a closed subset of X. 
(3) F-(U) E Z for every U an open subset of X. 
(4) w + d(x, F(W)) is a measurable function for every x E X (here d is 
the metric on X). 
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(5) There exists a sequence of measurable selectors f,,(s) of F(e) s.t. 
wl@)l”> 1 = F(o) (the Castaing representation ofF(.)). 
(6) GrFEZEB(X). 
Then we have the following results. 
(9 (l)+ (2)+ (3)~ (4)+ (6). 
(ii) If X is Polish (i.e., is in addition complete) then (3) CI (5). 
(iii) If X is Polish and there is a complete a-finite measure on Z then 
(1) to (6) are all equivalent. 
Following Himmelberg [9], we say that a multifunction F: D -+ P,(X) 
satisfying (1) (resp. (2), (3)) is Bore1 (resp. strongly, weakly) measurable. 
When (Q, Z) has a measure ,u and X is a separable Banach space for a 
multifunction F: Q 4 P,(X), we define the set 
SL= {fELi(R):f(w)E F(w) p-a.e.) 
i.e., Sk contains all integrable selectors of F(.). 
It is easy to check that Sk is in fact a closed subset of L:(a). Using that 
set, we can now define an integral for the multifunction F(+). This integral 
was first introduced by Aumann [ 1 ] for X = Rn 
All vector valued integrals in this paper are defined in the sense of 
Bochner (see [6]). 
Of course if Sk = 0 then lo F(w) dp(w) = 0. We will say that a weakly 
measurable multifunction I;: D + Pf(X) is integrably bounded if there is a 
f/q-) E L’(L!) s.t. 
For such multifunctions, we can conclude, using the Kuratowski-Ryll- 
Nardzewski selection theorem (see [9] or [20]), that SL# 0 and so 
J-a F(w) 44~~) f 0. 
Throughout this paper, we will assume that (Q, Z,P) is a complete 
probability space, that X is a separable Banach space ordered by a closed 
convex cone X, and finally that X* has the Radon-Nikodym property (this 
is the case, for example, when X* is separable, see [6]). Any additional 
assumptions will be mentioned explicitly. 
The “random” economy that we will study is described by the following 
objects. 
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(1) The probability space (8, L, flu) which can be viewed as the space 
of random events that influence the outcome of the economic process and the 
space X which can be interpreted as the commodity space. The assumption 
that the commodities are not in finite number agree: with many classical 
situations for economic theory: differentiation of commodities, intertemporal 
equilibrium with an infinite horizon and a world of uncertainty where there 
are infinitely many states. 
(2) An integrably bounded multifunction 
Intuitively, we can interpret F(w) as the set of all feasible consumption plans 
when the outcome of the random effect is cc). 
(3) A “utility” function U: R x X-+ R which satisfies the following 
more or less standard assumptions. 
(a) u(w, .) is continuous and convex for all w  E LJ. 
($3) u(., .) is C x B(X)-measurable and lu(w, x)1 < w(o) b-a.e. 
where I,M(O) E L l(Q) for all x E X. 
(y) u(w, .) is ,u-a.e. monotone increasing (i.e., if x < z x # z, 
u(w x) < +A z)). 
Actually, in the economic literature, utility functions are assumed to be 
concave. However, in order to use the results of convex analysis, without 
getting confused with the minus signs and the reverse inequalities and 
inclusions, we have decided to go along with the convexity assumption. The 
slight deviation from the standard economic assumptions, of course, does not 
effect at all the economic significance of our results. 
A final remark before passing to the actual definitions. The space (Q, Z,,U) 
can also be interpreted as a space of agents. Economies with a measurable 
space of agents have also been extensively considered in mathematical 
economics in the last fiften years (see [8]). 
Now we will define the basic notions that we will examine in the rest of 
the paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We will say that q(e) EL;(Q) is F-efficient, if and only 
if 
4-k and (q(o) - 2,) CT F(w) = 0 p-a.e. where 2+ = X+\(O}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We will say that q(.) EL:(O) is (u, F)-optimal if and 
only if 
4 E Sk and u(w q(w)) < u(w x(m)) ,u-a.e. for all x E Sk. 
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A function p(s) E (L:(LJ))T = (L’$@))+ is said to be a “system of prices” 
for the economy. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Ifp(s) is a system of prices then q(.) E L#) is said to 
be (p, F)-efficient if and only if 
(P9 q> < (PT x> for all x E Sk 
where (a, +) denotes the duality brackets between Li and L$, 
3. THE DUAL SYSTEM (L:, L$) 
In this section, working within the framework of the dual pair (Lk, L’$), 
we will compare the notions introduced in the previous section and we will 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for a random allocation 
q(.) EL:(R) to be F-efficient, (u, F)-optimal and (p, F)-efficient. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If q(.) E L#2) is (u, F)-optimal then it is F-efficient. 
Proof Suppose not. Then we can find A E C with p(A) > 0 s.t. for w  E A 
#(w) = (q(o) -k+> n F(w) f 0. 
Note that the multifunction w  -P q(w) - 2, has a measurable graph. To see 
that, consider the mapping r: (w, x)+ (w, x - q(w)). Clearly this is 
measurable and so Gr(q -J!+) = r-‘(0 x (-2,)) E Z x B(X). Also from 
Theorem 2.1 we know that Gr F E Z x B(X). Hence Gr @ = Gr(q -k+) n 
Gr F E C x B(X). By Aumann’s measurable selection theorem (see [9, 
Theorem 5.2]), we can find a measurable function s: A -+X s.t. s(w) E Q(w) 
pu,-a.e. 
Now define on all of 0 the following function: 
i(w) = I 
s(w) if WEA 
4(w) if wER\A. 
It is easy to see that s(w) E Sb, i(w) < q(w) p-a.e. (where < is the ordering 
induced by X,) and that s # q. From the monotonicity of U(W, .) p-a.e., we 
get that 
4% @J)) < +A 4(w)) p-a.e. (strict inequality on A) 
which contradicts the hypothesis that q(a) is (u, F)-optimal. Therefore, we 
conclude that q(.) is F-efficient. Q.E.D. 
Now we will compare F-efficiency with (p, F)-efficiency. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If for all w  E Q, int F(w) # 0 and q E L$(l2) is F- 
efzccient then there exists a p E [L$(R)] + s.t. q(s) is (p, F)-eflcient. 
ProoJ: From the definition of F-efficiency we know that 
(q(w) - 2,) n F(w) = 0 
for all w  E J2\N0 where N, E Z with ,D(N,,) = 0. Applying the weak 
separation theorem for convex sets (see [ 12]), we know that for every 
w  E f2\No we can find a p E k* s.t. 
(PtX)> @,q(.)-2+) 
for all xEP(w). Since q(.)E Sk, we get that for all w  E f2\N,, where 
N,‘ZE,p(N,)=O,pE~;. 
Consider the following multifunction. 
I (P E XT: (p, q(w)) = inf@, F(w))} @P(w)= (o) for w  EQ\N, for wEN,. 
Clearly @(a) has nonempty values. Also observe that for w  E Q\N, we have 
that 
where SF(oj(.) is the indicator function of F(w), i.e., 
if x E F(w) 
otherwise. 
Since F(.) is measurable and closed valued, 6,,. ,(.) is a normal integrand in 
the sense of Rockafellar [ 17-201. So from a result of [20], we know that for 
all ~(-1 E LW), w  + %,,,(x(w)> is a measurable multifunction. Hence 
@(.) has a E x B(X)-measurable graph. Then by Aumann’s measurable 
selection theorem, we can find a measurable function p: I2 -+J!f s.t. 
p(w) E Q(w) p-a.e. So we have that 
(p(w), 4(w)) = inO( F(w)) p-a.e. 
and integrating we get that 
I,, (P(w), q(w)) 44~) =I, inf@(wh F(w)) 44~). 
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But from Theorem 2.2 of [7] we know that 
1 inf @(CO), z) d&0) = inf fl rsF(w) I (P(w), x(w)) 6(w)* X(.)E$ R 
Therefore we conclude that 
for all x E Sk which proves that q is (p, F)-efficient. Q.E.D. 
From the proof of the above proposition, we get the following useful 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. If for all w  E s2 int F(w) # 1z1 and q(m) E L:(O) is F- 
eficient then there exists a price system p(.) s.t. q(.) is (p, F)-efJicient and 
(p(w), q(o)) = inf(p(o), F(o)) v.e. 
The next result is a very strong one because it gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for (u, F)-optimality. We will assume that F(a) has 
weakly compact and convex values (i.e., F: R -+ P&X)). 
THEOREM 3.1. q(.) E L:(Q) is (u, F)-optimal if and only if there exists 
p(m) E (LjZ(.C?))+(a price system) s.t. 
P(W) E ww q(o)) ,u-a-e. 
(, @(oh q(m)) 44o) $ (P(W), x(w)) Q(w) for all x E SA. 
Remark. This theorem tells us that q(a) is (u, F)-optimal if and only if 
for some price system p(.), q is (p, F)-efficient and p(o) E A(o, q(o)) ,u-a.e. 
Proof: Suflciency: From the definition of (u, F)-optimality, we know 
that for all x E Sk 
Let z(.) E (L$(D))+ . Then x(w) < x(w) + z(w) for all w  E R and from the 
monotonicity of u(w, m) p-a.e., we get that 
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Combining (1) and (2) above, we get that for all x E Sb and all z(.) E 
(ww+ 
,u-a.e. 
Integrating over J2, we get that 
= I U(G 4(w) + z(u)) 4(w)* D 
So q(.) is the minimum of the integral functional Z,(a) on the set 
Sk + GW+ * F rom the extremality condition of convex analysis [ 121, we 
know that 
0 62 w, f 6,4)(q) where A = SL + (L:(Q))+. 
From Theorem 3 of [3], we know that Sk is a w-compact subset of L:(Q). 
Since A is closed and convex in L:(Q) and I,(.) is continuous from the 
Moreau-Rockafellar theorem (see [12]) we get that 
WI4 + h)(q) = az,(q) t as,(q). 
SO 0 E aZ,(q) + ad,(q) which means that for some p E al,(q) and for some 
p’ E l@,(q) we have p +p’ = 0. But note that 
as,(q)=N,(q)={p’EL’$(R):(p’,x+z-q)<O 
for all x E SL z(.) E (Lo)+}. 
Hence, (p, x t z) > (p, q) and taking x = q E Si we get that (p, z) 2 0 for 
all z(a) E (L:(Q))+. This implies that p(.) E (L$(C!))+. Also, from the 
monotonicity of U(W, .) p-a.e., we can easily see that p # 0. Therefore p(.) E 
(Lg(J2))+\{0}. On the other hand, if we take z = 0 E (L:(Q))+, we have 
that 
for all x E Sk. Finally, from Rockafellar [ 191, we know that 
P E al,(q) if and only if p(o) E c%(w, q(o)) ,u-a-e. 
Necessity. We proceed by contradiction. So suppose that q(.) was not 
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(u,F)-optimal. This means that there is an A E z with p(A) > 0 and an 
2 E Si s.t. for all w  E A 
@A -f(o)) < u(w, q(4). 
Define 
d(w) = a(w) if wEA 
4(w) if oEQ\A. 
Clearly, 2 E Sk. Also ~(0, j(o)) < U(W, q(o)) with strict inequality for all 
w  E A. Since p(o) E &(w, q(o)) ,u-a.e., thanks to Rockafellar [ 191, we have 
that p E al,(q). Then from the subdifferential theory of convex functions (see 
[ 12]), we get that 
(P9 4) = Z,(q) + ZzfP). 
But u(., .), being a Caratheodory convex integrand, is a normal convex 
integrand. So using once more the work of Rockafellar [ 19, 201, we get that 
Z,*(p) = Z,,(p). Hence we have that 
(P, q> = Z,(q) + Z,*(P). 
On the other hand, by hypothesis, (p, q) < (p, x) for all x E Sj.. So by 
taking x = ?, we have that 
(PY 3) > Z,(q) + Z,*(P). 
Note that because of the monotonicity of u(w, .) ,u-a.e., we have that 
Z,(q) > L@>. so 
Z”@> + Z,*(q) < (PY J> 
violating the Young-Frenchel inequality of convex analysis (see [ 121). 
Therefore we conclude that q(m) is (u, F)-optimal. Q.E.D. 
The next result gives us another sufficient condition for (u, F)-optimality 
in terms of the directional derivative of the convex function U(W, .), o E R. 
Now, F: R-t P&X) with ext F(w) # 0. Also from [lo], we recall the 
definition of the cone of adherent displacement for the set S at x E cl S. We 
define 
T,(x) = {h E X: h = lim L,(x,, -x); An > 0 x, E Q x, +x}, 
n-+02 
THEOREM 3.2. If q(.) is (u, F)-optimal then there exists h(.) E Lk(Ll) s.t. 
u’(w, q(w); h(w)) > 0 p-a.e. 
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Proof: Since q(s) is (u,P)-optimal, for all x E Sb we have that 
Let 7’Fcwl(q(o)) be the cone of adherent displacements for F(w) at q(w). 
Then it is easy to check that for all h E T,,,,(q(w)), u’(o, q(w); h) > 0 p-a.e. 
From Proposition 2 of Hiriart and Urruty [lo], we know that 
where 
Here dcF(ojjc(~) denotes the distance function from the set (F(o))‘. Let 
#(o, x) = pF(,Jx) and observe that 
epi #(w, .) = ((x, A) E X X R: #(co, x) < A} = (F(w) x R) U epi(-d,,,,,,,). 
Clearly w  + F(w) x R is measurable. Also since -dF(.)(.) is a normal 
convex integrand, cc -+ epi(-d,,,,,,X.)) is measurable (see [lo]). Hence 
o -+ epi #(cc, +) is a measurable multifunction. Also x + #(w, x) is 1.s.c. and 
convex (see [lo]). Therefore #(., a) is a normal convex integrand. Then from 
Rockafellar [20], we know that 
is measurable and using that we can easily check that 
is measurable too. 
Now for some E > 0, let G(w) = TFcm,(q(o)) n B(q(w), E) # 0, where 
B(q(o), E) = (x E X: jjq(cu) - x]] < E}. We claim that o --t B(q(o), E) is 
measurabe. Let {x,},>, be a dense subset of the unit ball in X. Define 
s,(w) = q(o) + x,. Then, for all n > 1, s,(.) is measurable and furthermore 
ClM4~“> 1 = B(q(w), E). So from Theorem 2.1 we deduce that 
w  --) B(q(o), E) is measurable. 
Then Gr G(.) = Gr TFtoj(q(w)) n Gr B(q(.), E) E C x B(X). Applying 
Aumann’s measurable selection theorem to get a measurable function 
h: R-+X s.t. h(o) E G(w) ,u-a.e. Clearly h(.) E L:(a) (since q(.) E L:(Q)) 
and also u’(w, q(o); h(w)) > 0 p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
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4. OPTIMALITY FOR ALLOCATIONS IN L;(0) 
Sometimes in mathematical economics it is more appropriate to consider 
allocations belonging to L’j!‘(.G!). 
So we would like to have a result analogous to Theorem 3.1 that will take 
care of L;(R) allocations. The difficulty in dealing with this case is that 
(L?(Q))* is not L:,(D) but a larger space. Let us recall some important 
facts about the structure of (L;(a))*. A functional x* E (L;(0))* is said 
to be “absolutely continuous” relative to ,u if 
lx”, 4’)) =Ja (X”(~>Y x(QJ)> 44w) 
for all x(a) E L?(0), where x*(.) E Li,(.Q). In this case we call x*(.) the 
density of the functional x*. The absolutely continuous functionals form a 
closed subspace of (L?(Q))* which is isometric to L:,(0). This subspace 
has a natural complement in (L?(Q))*, the subspace of singular functionals. 
A functional x* E (L?(0))* is said to be “singular” relative to ,B if there 
exists a sequence of sets A, E .?Y s.t. A,+1 CA, for all n > 1, ,u@,) JO as 
12 + co and (x*,x(.)) = 0 for every x(e) E L~(.f2) which vanishes on some 
A,. Then each element x* i (L;(R))* h as a unique decomposition of the 
form 
x*=x*+x* a s 
where x,* is absolutely continuous relative to ,U and xf is singular relative to 
,D. Furthermore 
IIx*Il =IIxtII + Ilx:II (see [ 141 and [19]), 
So (L;(Q))* T L:.(0). However, our next theorem shows that even if we 
take the allocations to be in L?(D), we can have price systems inL$@). 
We assume that F: R --t P&Y) is integrably bounded by i(m) E L;(Q). So 
if we defme SF = {x(e) E J??(Q): x(o) E F(w) p-a.e.}, we can easily see that 
Sk = SF. We will denote this set by S,. We will also assume that S, is w- 
locally compact in L;(Q). 
THEOREM 4.1. q(.) E L’j?(.f2) is (u, F)-optimal if and only if there exists 
p,t;,” (L:*PN+ s.t. p(o) E &(o, q(o)) p-a.e. and (p, q) < (p, x) for all 
F 
ProoJ: Suflciency: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that 
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where A = S, + (LF), . Since 4(a) E Lm(S2), S, is L?(a)-bounded and so 
As(S,) = {0} (where As(.) denotes the asymptotic cone of the closed convex 
set under consideration). Then using Theorem I-10 of [ 141, we deduce that A 
is convex, closed in L;(O). Applying the Moreau-Rockafellar theorem we 
get that 
which means that for some p E i?Z,(q) and p’ E adA we have that p = -p’. 
Using the decomposition of (L;(O))* described in the beginning of this 
section we can write 
P=Pa+Ps and p’ =p:, t pi. 
From the fact that p = -p’ and from the uniqueness of the decomposition, 
we have that p, = -pA and p, = -pi. Since ps may very well be nonzero, p is 
not in general in L:,(Q). However, we claim that p, E i?Z,(q). 
We know that there exist A, E Z s.t. Anti GA,, for all II > 1, &4,) 10 as 
n + co and (p,, 2) = 0 for every a( .) E L?(Q) s.t. a(.) is zero on some An. 
Now for any x(.) E L?(Q), consider the function 
X”(W) = 
0) for wEA,, 
40) for cc) E L!\A,, 
n> 1. 
Clearly x,(o)-? x(w) and by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we 
may assume that x”(w) +’ x(0) ,u-a.e. 
Also, (P, x, - q) = (P,, x, - q> t (P,, x, - q> -G Z,(x,) - Z,(q) (using the 
Young-Frenchel inequality). Observe that for all n > 1 (x, - q)(m) = 0 when 
wEA,. So (ps,x,-q)=O. Hence, we have that 
(Pa 9 x, - q> G Z,(x,) - Z,(q). 
From the continuity of u(w, .) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem, we get that 
Z,(x,)-+ I,(x) as 12 + co. 
Furthermore, (p,, x, - s> = in (P,(O), x,(w) - q(m)) @(m) with p,(a) E 
L:,(w). A new application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
gives us that 
(P,,x,-q)+(P,9x-q) as n-co. 
So by passing to the limit as n + co we finally have that 
(Pa 7 x - q> G Z,(x) - Z,(q) 
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for all x(.) E L’j?(L!). Therefore pa E al,(q) as claimed. Similarly we get that 
p,: E ad,(q) where pL(.) E L&(R). Recall that 
(P:,x+z-q)O 
for all x E S, and all z(e) E (L;(n))+. Hence for all x E S, and all 
Z(‘) E @I?(Q))+ 
(Pa,x+z-4)>0. 
Taking x = q, we get that (p,,z) > 0 for all z(.) E (L;(R))+, so that 
p,(.) E (Lo@))+ . Also if we set z = 0 E (L’j?(J2))+ , we get that (pa, x) > 
(p, , q) for all x E S,. Finally, we recall that 
P, E aI, if and only if p(w) E Bu(w, q(w)) p-a.e. 
Necessity: From Theorem 3 of Rockafellar [ 191, we know that 
GYP) = Z,*(P,) + J(P,> 
where the functional J(.) is defined by J(p,) = sup{p,(x): for all x E dom I,,}. 
Since by hypothesis p(.) E Li,(J?), we have that 
P’Pa and p, = 0. 
So J(p,) = 0 and Z:(p) = Z,,(p). Then the rest of the proof is as in Theorem 
3.1. Q.E.D. 
5. APPROXIMATE OPTIMALITY AND STABILITY RESULTS 
Several times it is quite difficult to obtain optimal allocations. So we 
would like to be able to obtain allocations which are in some sense approx- 
imate optimal. This leads to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given E(.) E (L’(L!))+ we say that q(a) EL;(O) is 
E(.)-(u, F)-optimal if and only if 
4-; and ~(0, q(u)) ( u(w, x(0.1)) + E(W) jf-a.e. for all x E Sk. 
Similarly, we can introduce the corresponding notion of E-(p, F)-efficiency, 
where E > 0. 
DEFINITION 5.2. If p(s) E L~(L?))+\{O} and E > 0, then we say that 
q(.) E L:(D) is e-(p, F)-eflcient if and only if 
s-A and (P9q)<(P,x)+e for all x E Si. 
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For the next result, which compares the above two definitions, we assume 
that P: B + PwkC(X) is integrably bounded by #(.) E L’(B) and that 
int X, # 0 (e.g., R n, C(S)). 
THEOREM 5.1. If there exists m(.)E (L’$(L?))+\{O} s.t. u*(LI), F(o)) < 
u*(u, 0) p-ae. and supXCs I(-?, x) < 0 and if q(.) is &(a)-(~, F)-optimal then 
there exists p(.) E (L’$k?))+\{O} s.t. q is E-(p, F)-eflcient where 
e = J-n 40) 4(w). 
Proof Since by hypothesis q is E(.)-(u, F)-optimal, we have that 
u(w q(w)) < utQ4 x(u)) + E(U) ,u-a.e. 
for all x E Si. Also since u(w, .)) is -a.e. monotone increasing, for all x E SL 
and for all z(e) E (L:(R))+ we have that 
u(w, q(u)) < u@% 40) + z(w)) + E(Q)) ,u-a.e. 
and so, integrating, we get that 
Z,(q) Q Z,(x t z) + E (*I 
for all x E Sk, all z(.) E (L;(Q))+ and E = 1, E(W) Q(w) > 0. Let A = Sj. t 
(Li(f2))+. Since Sk is w-compact in L:(0), we get that A is closed and 
convex. Also from (*), it is easy to see that 
where aB denotes the s-subdifferential (see [ 1 l] and [21]). Then this means 
that 
tz* + 6‘4)* (0) t Z,(q) +&,Jq) < E. 
Observe that q E A since q = q i- 0 and q E Si, 0 E (L,#2)) + . So 6, (q) = 0. 
Also from Theorem 6.5.8 of [ 13 1, we know that 
(1, + a,)* (0) = VI? q 4w) 
where 0 denotes the intimal convolution of the two functionals (see [ 131). 
Furthermore, the inftmal convolution is exact. So there exists p(a) E L;(Q) 
s.t. 
I:(p) + a:(-p) = (I: q S,*)(O) = r,.,$t(,, Iexr) + m-r)l* 
X’ 
We claim that p # 0. By hypothesis there exists i(e) E @g(Q))+ s.t. 
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u*(w, ?(w)) < u*(w, 0) p-a.e. and so Z,,(f) < Z,,(O) = Z,,(O) + 6,*(O). Also 
since by hypothesis SUP,,~ ;(-?, x) ( 0, we have that 82(-t) ( 0 and so 
I,*(?) t 8,*(-i) < Z,*(O) t Q(O). 
Once again, from Rockafellar’s work [ 19, 201, we know that I,,* = I,*. So we 
get that 
q(f) + S,*(-?) < Z,*(O) t d!(O) 
which implies that (I,* 0 6,*)(O) < Z:(O) + J,*(O). Hence p(. ) E L$(.f2)\ { 0) 
and we have that 
Z,*(P) + m-P> + Z,(q) < E* 
From the Young-Frenchel inequality, we know that 
Z,*(P) + ZuG7) a (P, s>. 
So, finally, we get that 
(PY 4) G -W-P) t 6 = -;:y (-p, 0) t E = in; (p, 0) + & 
< inf (p, X) + E. 
XESj 
It remains to show that p(.) E &g(Q))+. 
Observe that 6$(-p) < co. This means that p(o) 6Z --XT p-a.e. Now 
suppose that there is a B E C with p(B) > 0 s.t. for all o E B p(w) 62 X*+ . 
This in turn means that there exists w  E -int X, , (] w]] < 1 depending on w, 
s.t. (p(w), w) > 0. Consider the multifunction defined by 
G(w) = {w E (-int X,) n (int B(0, 1)): (p(w), w) > 0}, WEB. 
From [9] we know that cl G(s) has a XB x B(X>measurable graph. Hence, 
Lemma 4 of [5] tells us that Gr G E XB x B(X) too. So we can apply 
Aumann’s measurable selection theorem and find a measurable function 
g: B -+ (-int X,) n (int B(0, 1)) s.t. g(w) E G(S2) p,-a.e. Extend g(.) on all D 
by setting it equal to zero outside of B. Clearly g(.) E (Li(sZ))+\{O} and so 
d:(-p) = +co, a contradiction. Therefore p(o) E XT ,u-a.e. which finally 
means thatp(.) E (L$(G))+\(O} as desired. Q.E.D. 
The results that follow examine the stability of the notions of optimality 
and efficiency when we consider the conditional expectation of a(., x) and 
F(s) with respect to a sub-u-field z0 of ,?L This operation is performed when 
we have only partial information about the random economy. 
We recall from [7] that for every G: L? --t P,(x) which is integrably 
409/105/l-9 
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bounded there is a unique E’oG: Q -P P,(X) which is .X0-measurable and 
integrably bounded and for which we have that 
The closure is taken in the L:(O)-norm. 
We start with a Lemma that we will need in the sequence. 
LEMMA. Ifp(.) E L$(.Q, Z,) and q(+) EL:(O) then (p, E’Oq) = (p, q). 
Proof First let p =x*. Then we have 
(x*7 Eroq) = I, (x*7 EZOq(w)) 44u) = j* Ero(X*> 4(u)) 40) 
= I (x*9 4(w)) 440) = (XVP). n 
Next, let p(w) = JJE=, xA,(w) x,* where A,, E Z, and x,* E X*. Then 




j  P 
x.&4 x,x, 4(w) 440) = (P? qh 
R It==1 1 
We know that there exist simple functions s,(.) s.t. Ils,(w) -p(o)ll -+ 0 @-a.e. 
as n -+ 00 and jjs,,(w)jj < I&O) p-a-e. for some w(.) EL’(R). For those 
simple functions, we know from the final part of the proof that 
(% EXod = (%, 4). 
Using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get that 
j. (s(w), E'"d4) h(w) -, j. (P(W), Erodd) 440) as n+oo 
and 
I, hz(~)~ q(m)) 9(u) -+ I, WJ), 4(u)) Q(u) as n-1 rd. 
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Hence 
5 cpw9 E’“h4) Q(w) = (P, EXOq) = (Pv 4) R 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. With a similar argument, we can show that if p(.) E L’$(.O) 
and q E L$t -&> then (E% s) = (P, q). 
For the next theorem, assume that in addition X is reflexive and that X, 
has a base. This means that there is a closed, convex and bounded subset B 
of X, s-t. for all x E X, there is a unique 1 > 0 for which x/A E B. The 
existence of a base for X, implies that int XT # 0 and this in turn means 
that int(L’$(J2))+ # 0. 
With these facts in mind, we can now state the following stability result. 
THEOREM 5.2. If q(.) E L:(O) is F-eficient and for some p(.) E 
int(l’$@))+ is also (p, F)-eflcient then E’oq(.) E L~(.Ll, L,) is E’oF- 
eflcient. 
Proof We proceed by contradiction. So suppose that E”Oq(.) is not Era- 
efficient. Then there is an A E Z, with ,@I) > 0 s.t. for w  E A 
(E’oq(w) - y+) n EZoF(w) # 0. 
Observe that o--f E”Oq(w) - -f+ and o 4 E’OF(w) are both multifunctions 
with measurable graphs. So w  + (E’oq(w) - 2,) n E’oF(w) has a 
measurable graph too and of course it is integrably bounded. Applying 
Aumann’s measurable selection theorem, we know that we can find 
x(e) E Li(.@ Z,) s.t. x(w) E (E’Oq(w) - X+) n E’oF(w) ,u-a.e. Clearly, 
x E Sk,,(A). Note that Si is convex, w-compact in L:(a) (see Theorem 
3.7 in [7]) and since E’“(e) is a continuous, linear operator on L;(D) we get 
that {E’O$fC Sb} is closed in the L:(0)-norm. So we have that 
S;,, = {E’“f:fE Sf}. 
Let x’ E S;(A) s.t. E’ox’(w) = x(w) pu,-a.e. Then consider the function 
defined by 
a(w) = x’(w) 
for oEA 
q(w) for wEa\A. 
Clearly .? E Sk and E’oq(w) - EZ??(w) E X, for w  E B\A and E’$(w) - 
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E’%?(o) Ek+ for w  EA. Since p(e) E int(Lx”,(.O))+, we have that 
(p, Erox) < (p, E’oq). Using the previous Lemma, we get that 
(P> x> < (PT 4) 
which contradicts the hypothesis that q(n) E L:(Q) is (JP, F)-efficient. Hence 
E’oq(.) is E’OF-efficient as claimed. Q.E.D. 
Next we will examine the stability of the concept of optimality under the 
operation of conditional expectation with respect to the sub-a-field C,. 
THEOREM 5.3. If F: l2 + P&X) is C,-measurable and integrably 
bounded by $(.) E L’(l2) and if q(.) E L:(0) is (u, F)-optimal then q(.) is 
(ELou, F)-optimal and there exists a p(*)E (Lx”,(Q))+ s.t. 
E”op(o) E: ~E’%(o, q(w)) and q(.) is (E’op, F>ejkient. 
Proof. Since q(.) E L:(Q) is (u, F)-optimal, we know that 
for all x E Sj.. Because F is Z,-measurable and integrably bounded, we see 
that q(.), x(.) E Li(f2, Z,). Then from the monotonicity of the conditional 
expectation operator, we have that 
E%(w, q(w)) < Ezou(o, x(o)). 
So q(a) is (E’Ou, F)-optimal. 
From Theorem 3.1 we know that there exists p(e) E (L$(.Q))+\{O} s.t. 
q(.) is (p, F)-efficient and p(o) E &(w, q(o)) ,u-a.e. Using Theorem 5.3 of 
[7] we have that 
ES7 au(w,P(o)) = ~E%wo, 4(w)) p-a.e. 
So we can apply Theorem 4 of Bismut [2] to get that 
E”o &+.I, q(w)) = 8Ezou(w, q(o)) D-a.e. 
Also from the Lemma (see also the remark following it), we know that 
(EZop,z) = (p, z) for all z(s) E L~(Q,C,). But (p, q)< (p, x) for all 
x E Sg~Li(fi, Z,). So (E”Op, q) < (ErOp,x) which proves that q(e) is 
(E” “p, F)-efficient. Q.E.D. 
We will conclude our work by examining the variation of the set of (u, F)- 
optimal allocations, when u(e) and F(.) vary in a certain sense that we will 
describe in the sequence. 
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Let us recall some useful facts about the Hausdorff metric. For two 
nonempty, closed subsets A and B of X, their Hausdorff distance h(A, B) is 
defined by 
h(A, B) = max{ sup d(u, B), sup d(b, A)}. 
OEA beB 
It is easy to check that h(., s) is a metric on P,(X) and in fact (P,(X), h) is 
a complete metric space (the same is true for (P,,(X), h)). 
When A, B are nonempty, closed, convex and bounded subsets of X, their 
Hausdorff distance can also be expressed using Hormander’s formula. 
Namely, we have that 
4&B)= sup{)a,(x*)-~B(X*)~: lIX*)I < 1) 
where by o,(.) we denote the support function of the set S. Another type of 
convergence of nonempty subsets of X that we will consider in the sequence 
is the Kuratowski convergence. Depending on the topology of X, we can 
have the strong Kuratowski convergence of sets and the weak Kuratowski 
convergence of sets, which we denote by +sK and +wK, respectively. Let r 
denote the strong or weak topology of X and let {A,},>1 be a sequence of 
7 
subsets of X. Then A, _tTK A if and only if r-lim,,, A, E A c t-lim A --n-cc ” 
where 
-F-- 
7- hm A,= {x=7- lim x,:x,EA,mEMandM~N} 
n-m m+m 
and 
7- !ig A,, = {x = r-limx,: x, E Ann E N}. 
n-+m ” 
Since for any sequence of sets {A,},,, we always have that 
we deduce that A, _tCK A if and only if r-&i,,, A, = A = r-lim --n+m A,=7- 
lim A,. n+cc 
When w-ih% n,,A,~Acs-lim --n+cc A,, we say that A, converges to A in 
the Kuratowski-Mosco sense. Now if {f,,f }n>l is a sequence of proper, 
closed, convex functions, we say that f, converges to f in the r-sense if and 
only if epi f, converges to epi f in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense. So we have 
that f, -‘f if and only if epi f, +K-M epiJ: 
We will start with a result describing the changes of the set A&F) of 
(u, F)-optimal allocations when F varies with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric. 
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For that purpose, we will assume that for all o E Q x -+ U(W, x) is w- 
continuous and convex. 
THEOREM 5.4. Iffir all n > 1, F,: l2 + P,,(X) is measurable, F,(w) c W 
where W is a compact subset of X and F,,(w)-” F(w) ,u-a.e. then 
A@, FJ-“” A(#, F). 
Proof. First observe that F: 8-t P&Y) is also measurable and 
F(o) G W p-a.e. This is because, as we already mentioned, (P&Y), h) is a 
complete metric space. 
For any II ) 1, Sb, is a closed convex and bounded subset of L#J). We 
will show that Skn-l’ Sk as n + co. For that purpose, we will use 
Hdrmander’s formula. So we have 
Therefore, we have that 
= 
I 
W,(w), I;(o)) 44~). 
a 
Hence h(Sb,, Sk) + 0 as n. 
Now we need to show that 
s- lim A(u,FJEA(u,F)Gs-lim A(u,F,). 
?I’03 n-ccl 
Let q E s-ii% A (u, F,). This meas that there exist q,,, E A (u, F,)m E A4 C N 
s.t. qm -i+ q as m --t co. From Chebyshev’s inequality and the fact that a 
sequence convergent in measure has a pointwise convergent subsequence, we 
can say by passing to a subsequence from the beginning if necessary that 
qm(o)+S q(o) y-a.e. So from the continuity of u(w, .) we have that 
ub q,(w)) + 4~ q(a)) y-a-e. 
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Since Sindh Sk for any x E Sb we can find x, E Sk, s.t. x,(cc))-tsx(w) 
and so ~(0, x,(o)) + ~(0, X(U)). But since q,,, E A (u, F,) for all m E M we 
have that ~(0, qm(o))( ~(0, x,(cD)) u-a.e. and passing to the limit as 
m-1 co we finally have that U(W, q(o)) ( u(w, x(w)) y-a.e. for all x E Sk 
which means that q E A (u, F). So we have shown that s-G, +oo A (u, F,J c 
A (u, F). 
Now let q E A(u, F). Then since Sbn-th Sb we can find x, E Sk, s.t. 
X” +s-L: x. If x,EA(u,F,) for n>/n, we are done. Otherwise using 
Proposition 3.1 we have that 
and 
since q E A@, F). It is trivial to check that 
We claim that s-lim T-“‘co(%- L%~>l+wG”a4- wQ>l+>~~~= 
{q}. Since x,+‘-~x q and x, E (x, - [L:(0)] + ) then q E s-li~~~ ~oo(x, - 
[Lo] +) n Sk, which implies that 
(4 - LG(.n)l +I n sb c S- n!m (x, - [G(wl+) n Sk,. 
So our claim follows. Similarly we can get that 
Let /i, = (x, - [L;(Q)] +) n Sk, and /i = (q - [I.#)]+) n Sk. We have 
just seen that li n dsK A. By hypothesis W is compact and we know that on 
compact sets strong Kuratowski convergence and Hausdorff convergence 
coincide. Hence we have that h(/i n, A) + 0 as n + co. This means that for 
any qn E 4 4th 4) as n 4 co. Let qn E A(u, F,). Then qn +s-L:q and so 
qEs-l& n.+co A(u, FJ. Therefore we conclude that A(u, F,) +SK A(u, F). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. A careful look at the second part of the proof can convince the 
reader that w-lim n+a, A(u, F,)s A(u, F) if W is w-compact and X* 
separable. Then recall that w-topology on W is metrizable and so the 
arguments go through. 
We will close our work with a result concerning the variation of A@, F) 
with respect to changes in tbe utility function u. 
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THEOREM 5.5. If for all o E R u,(o, .), u(w, -) are continuous and for 
all x E X u,(w, X) + u(o, x) y-a.e. then s-i&,, -oo A(u, F,) c A (u, F). 
7 
Proof: Let q E s-lim,,, 
M c N s.t. q,XL: 
A(u, P,). Then there exist qm E A(u,, F) m E 
q. As before we can say that q,(o) -+’ q(w) ,u-a.e. Also 
u,(w, q,(w)) < u,(o, x(o)) ,u-a.e. for all x E SL and so 
!ilJ u,(w, q&o) < jir-n u,(cu, x(w)) = u(w, x(0)). 
m-a, In-+* 
(*I 
Since for all x E X u,,,(o, x) --t u(o, x) ,u-a.e. and since 
domu,(o,.)={xEX:u,(o,x)<+co}=domu(o,.) 
= {xEX:u,(u,x)< +00)=X 
from Corollary 2E of Salinetti and Wets [22] we get that 
u,(o, *>; u(u, -) p-a.e. 
Then from Lemma 1 of that paper we have that 
u(w, q(u)) G !!!I! u,(o, 4mkJ)) 
nl’al 
p-a.e. 
Going back to (*), we see that 
u(u, q(u)) G u(w, x@)) ,u-a.e. 
for all x E Sk and this means that q E A(u, F). Therefore we conclude that s- 
7 
lim .,,A(u,,F)GA(u,F). Q.E.D. 
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